
KC was established by five doctors from the Duke University and the University of Oxford in 2010 after 

returning to China, and is an enabling enterprise with the core ofadvancedmaterial technology-en-

abling industry. 

Headquartered in Shenzhen, China, KC is a leader in new-generation advancedmaterial technology 

and new-generation artificial intelligence coverage technology, and has two listed companies of KC 

Technology and KC Science. 

As the secretariat unit of National Technical Committee on Electromagnetic Meta-material Technology 

and Products of Standardization Administration of China, and the initiator of Shenzhen Meta-material 

Industry Alliance, KC has a series of original innovation and industrialization platform, including the 

new R&D institution group with Shenzhen KC Institute of Advanced Technology as the core, State Key 

Laboratory of Meta-material Electromagnetic Modulation Technology, and multiple provincial and 

municipal key laboratories, and post-doctorate working station of enterprises. 

KC masters five kernel technologies of high-performance model building, high-concurrency comput-

ing, fine manufacturing, large-scale photoelectric perception coverage, and high-efficiency testing, 

and has a large number of proprietary intellectual properties. Currently, KC has applied for 5,379 

patents, 3,230 of which have been issued, and the total number of patent application of KC in 

advanced material field ranks first in the world, and realizes the coverage of advanced material under-

lying technology patents. Besides, KC takes the lead to draft and issue the first national advanced 

material standard of the world, Terminology for Electromagnetic Meta-materials, which builds up 

China’s international leading position in the advanced material technical research and standard 

conversion. 
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As an enabling enterprise with the core of advanced material technology-enabling industry, driven by 

the industrialization demand, KC transforms the advanced material scientific research of the laborato-

ry into the engineering practice, and builds a complete advanced material industry system – combines 

five kernel technologies with the sophisticated equipment industry, forms the new-generation 

advanced material technology, and takes the lead in applying it to the sophisticated equipment of 

China. Therefore, KC seizes the opportunity, and becomes the industry leader. KC is dedicated to 

providing complete solutions to the industries. In the vertical development process of cutting-edge 

technologies, KC combines five kernel technologies with the digital information industry, forms the 

artificial intelligence coverage technology which can be applied to many vertical fields such as city 

management, education, finance, medical care, commerce, and citizen service, and effectively 

enhances the efficiency of social governance and industry operation. 

In order to fully support the prevention and the control of the covid-19, We developed the KC N901 

smart helmet. In China, the KC N901 smart helmet has played an important role in the prevention and 

control of the covid-19, due to its efficient and non-sensitive screening of potential fever in large 

groups of people. Based on the superior performance, wide applications and excellent user experi-

ence, the helmet has been widely used in airports, subways, highway checkpoints, schools, hospitals, 

parks, office buildings, shopping malls, etc. At present, the product has been reported hundreds of 

times, and the related short videos have been viewed nearly 100 million times on TikTok in China main-

land.The product has been also sold to many other countries and regions to help prevent and control 

the covid-19 more efficiently and safely, and help re-open under controllable risk.
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